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And Puget Sound is where happy dreams make good. While this may be said of other regions, nowhere is it more all around
applicable than to the Pacific Northwest domain, due, primarily, to its wonderfully sheltered inland sea and its command of
ocean-wide traffic, for were the surrounding lands a barren waste, still would they form the almost priceless site of a world commerce,
certain to grow amazingly throughout all time. But few realize that on the Pacific Coast, north from Cape Horn, Puget Sound
affords the one natural matchless inland water avenue capable of readily accommodating the largest traffic of modern shipping.
This embodies the whole industrial story~ For it is not water surface which makes a bay or harbor of commercial moment, rather
ample water area, with the necessary navigable depth at any and all soundings and no competitive harbor or bay to the south
can be awarded a diploma for passing an examination in these requirements. Other than the beaches, where summer bathing
is enjoyed literally by countless thousands, the Puget Sound water surface mapped for bays, harbors, arms and inlets, practically
everywhere has beneath it ample depth to safely carry the largest craft, loaded to full capacity. Builders of harbor dredges, if
dependent on the trade of the Pacific Northwest, would speedily go into bankruptcy-such contraptions, indispensable elsewhere,
are here almost unknown. At the Bremerton Navy Yard is the largest dry dock on the Pacific Coast, if not in the United States,
recently built by Uncle Sam in appreciation of these navigable conditions. It is 867 feet long, 47 feet deep, lined with granite ...
blocks set in concrete, and will hold any vessel which passes the Panama Canal.
Adjoining Seattle, on the east, is that beautiful hill-encircled broad sweep of fresh water of unusual depth, Lake Washington,
connected with deep tidewater by the two Government canals, one on either side of Lake Union, where vessels clean their bottoms
from ocean-gathered barnacles. This exceptional undertaking recently rounded out offers an unique advantage to ship-owners
which is greatly appreciated. Before leaving ocean traffic it may be noted that all Alaska shipping centers at Puget Sound, which
is 200 miles nearer Yokohama than San Francisco Bay, although the latter is 300 miles nearer Honolulu. With the new era of
commerce, which the Panama Canal is ushering in, there is a new industrial empire forming on the Pacific Coast in which
Puget Sound will conspicuously participate.
All that part of Washington west of the Cascade Range is the Puget Sound home environment and its navigable tidewater
is the traffic magnet of the rich-yielding domain embracing the "Inland Empire," namely eastern Washington, northern Idaho
and Montana to the Continental Divide, with Spokane the capital mart. Of this broad interesting region east of the Cascades
and the Columbia River consideration will be given after the coastal conditions are passed in review.
It may as well be set down here that, in this entire country served by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul system, home
advantages, health safeguards (Seattle holds the world health record for a city of its size), industrial offerings and business
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openings in town and country, equal those of any of the most
favored sections anywhere with like surroundings. As for schools.
colleges, kindred institutions and all that pertains to modem
social life the standards are comparable to those places formerly
looked upon as implanting the more refining influences, for, let
it be known far arid wide, the wild west is eliminated from the
Pacific Northwest; for the last frontier has been pushed to the
ocean's edge. The settlements, towns and cities here are ahead
of those of the Central West and Atlantic States of the same
class, in parks, sanitation, waterworks, schools, public buildings,
theaters, paved streets and sidewalks, electric Iigl1ting and cars
and the omnipresent telephone. Too strong emphasis cannot
be given this averment, for, although undeniably true, many
eastern folk still continue skeptical as to the facts. Even some ...
Alaska towns have better schools than are found in those of
cultured New England of equal population.
On the waning of the fur trade, lumber became the leading
industry, followed by sea-food products and farming. When
Vancouver sailed around the world on that memorable research
voyage he nowhere saw forests to compare with these, nor have
any been discovered since to equal those which border the
Pacific Ocean from California to Mount St. Elias. Of this vast
belt no portion is superior to that containing the Washington
forests, which reach from the ocean to the flanks of the Cascade
Range. Though from the first lumber has been the foremost
business, and notwithstanding huge. ever-increasing shipments
for over half a century. representing millions of treasure annually.
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the State's wooded area still exceeds 47,000 square miles or 71 per cent. As for the fisheries, the salmon and other products
are staples in every country and the business grows rapidly from year to year. Nothing edible comes out of salt water more
palatable that the Dungeness crab, a hint for visiting sea-food lovers.
PUGET SOUND CITIES
Tumwater, at the extreme south tip of Puget Sound, was the first American settlement north of Oregon in 1845. The name
the Indians gave the falls, which supplied the power for the first gristmill and the first sawmill, the beginnings of industrial life,
was given this first village. Immediately north of Tumwater, fronting on the harbor, is Olympia, "The Pearl of Puget Sound,"
selected for the capital on the creation of Washington Territory in 1853, and still the seat of government. From Olympia
Puget Sound extends north 140 miles to Bellingham, the "Northwest Metropolis," and has a shore line of 1,800 miles. Fronting
on tidewater, each with a fine harbor, are a score of cities, the centers of lumbering, salmon canning, coal mining, electric water
power, cement factories, farming, fruit-growing and other industries. Were the physical features of anyone of the dozen counties
touching this inland sea (two of which are composed of islands) placed in the same setting anywhere east of the Rocky Mountains ....
they would constitute resorts crowded to capacity with enthusiastic sojourners every season. The attractions and views as the
pleasure steamers glide smoothly over gulfs, sounds, bays, canals and inlets, are indeed numberless and of infinite variety, quite
beyond adequate describing. Everywhere the shores are bordered with evergreen forests, and beyond on all sides are the delectable
mountains overhung with vapory clouds of pearl, and above the wonder-blue sky. One could really enjoy a whole month with
these water side trips, experiencing each day new surprises and delights. These waters are always safe and usually unruffled so
that seasickness need not be dreaded. There are pleasure steamers for all points and the charges are most reasonable. Here
opens a paradise for yachting and picnic parties, which grows more and more in favor as year follows year.
Seattle, a local Indian chief always friendly with the settlers, has his name perpetuated by the fine hill-crowned city, fronting
on Elliott Bay, with three fresh-water lakes, one twenty-seven miles long, within the incorporated_limits. Seattle is the metropolis
of the Pacific Northwest, with parks, streets, thoroughfares, buildings and public utilities generously planned for a great increase
of population. Hills were leveled, tide-flats filled and streets made thereon and in the residence section hills were terraced, keeping
pace with the business section; and all these betterments were made with excellent judgment, and an eye to beauty as well as
utility. The future is assured. The 1910 census gives Seattle 237,194 population, a gain of 194 per cent in the previous decade
and the growth continues. The State University on Lake Washington, with its 2,300 students, is one of the best in the country.
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The Indians called Mount Rainier "Tacoma," meaning "Big Snow," and this is also the name of the splendid city overlooking
Commencement Bay, "the only city with a snow-crowned mountain in its dooryard." Except for Seattle it is the most important
Puget Sound business mart, with steadily augmenting industries. There are seven miles of deep water front and fourteen square
miles of fine harbor, which invite ocean traffic. Its parks, streets, buildings and all public utilities are of the highest order, well
providing for future needs. Here is the largest smeltery on the Pacific Coast, great lumber mills, many manufactories and a wide
scope of industries. The handsome residences rise tier on tier around hills from which are magnificent water and mountain
views. The twenty-seven-acre High School Stadium, with a field of 3.6 acres, seating 32,000, was the first built in the United States
and remains unmatched.
It has been said that the harbor approach to Seattle or Tacoma somewhat resembles that of San Francisco, more particularly
the Seattle skyline, and in each instance there is a resemblance. All three are exceptionally engaging. But when asked to
compare the primeval sublimity of Tacoma's Point Defiance Park, or Seattle's mountain-encircled Lake Washington,
with Golden Gate Park, as has been done, the acme of the impossible is reached. Each is beautiful, but lifting the eye from the
near to the distant view, the wonder-gardens, man-made from the San Francisco sand dunes, have nothing to offer that appeals ....
and lifts one upward as does Nature's grand symphony of the waters, forests and mountains of Puget Sound. Entrancing vistas
meet the eye at every bend of the boulevards. There are miles and miles of splendid roads, not only in the parks, but from one
end to the other throughout this entire region. Prior to 1915, it was quite essential to designate where the good roads were, but
that status is of the past along with other crudities. To-day practically all the sections and stretches of improved modern
highways are connected up so it is simpler to point out the bad going. In the last decade the State, counties, cities and towns
have judiciously expended millions for good roads. Next to schools these have been accorded first consideration in public
expenditures and, like the schools, there are none better in the United States.
About due west from Seattle, reached by a delightful hour's steamer ride, is Bremerton, on Port Orchard Bay, a trip all
sojourners delight to make. Here is located the Government Navy Yard, which speaks for the excellence or extent of this
waterway. Clang of hammer and crash of heavy machinery tell of preparation for whatever may happen. At times monitors and
grim gray battleships lie at anchor. Lithe torpedo boats and other naval craft move in and out. The big dry dock, spoken of
on a previous page, is one of the sights not to miss. Here more than $4,000,000 have been expended in a single year in wages,
material and the like. Visitors are allowed daily, from 8.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m., and ordinarily a permit may be obtained to go on
board any warship in port and there is always someone pleased to explain and to answer questions.
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Nowhere are water-landscapes quite .equal to those of the
Seattle-Victoria steamer side trip. Then there are the cloud
effects! Should you be so fortunate, Sojourner, as to have an
afternoon shower followed by a rainbow your joy-cup will be
most brimful and, with a clear sky overhead, if, as the sun
retires for the night, banks of clouds are massed where the
Olympic Empire joins the ocean your joy-cup will completely
run over. In summer, at this l~titude, for two hours after the
sun disappears, he illuminates the atmosphere and tinges all
Nature with rare and roseate shadows, a veritable scene of
enchantment.
Those on pleasure bent, not hurried for time, will find
Victoria and Vancouver Island a good place to spend a week or
a month. This British Columbia capital is London in miniatur~
and the whole island is a Little England, only more beautiful.
The hotels in the city and back country are all one could ask
for, each of its kind to fit any purse. With fine hunting
and fishing, delightful mountains and rivers. quiet nooks and
fashionable resorts. combined with a sunshine climate. all
compose a splendid pleasureland.
Another steamer side trip out from Seattle is to Vancouver,
the principal city of British Columbia. situate on the mainland.
The route is in close touch with interesting islands all the way.
One who has widely traveled writes of this outing: jilt is a region
of wonderful attractiveness for the tourist and pleasure-seeker.
unrivaled upon the American continent and unequaled in natural
beauties by the most celebrated regions of the Mediterranean'"
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This was the scene of stirring happenings in the days when "Fifty-four Forty or Fight" was a popular sloga;. The ownership
of San Juan Island was the subject of dispute between England and ourselves as late as 1872. when the question was referred to
the German Kaiser as arbitrator and decided in our favor. Friday Harbor. capital of San Juan. one of the island counties, and
numerous places appeal to the student for other than their scenic charm.
Like Victoria, Vancouver has extensive wharves and the city is inviting and well laid out. There is a large trade in lumber
and fishing is an important industry. Stanley Park. nearly 1,000 acres of primeval forest. intersected by walks and avenues and
surrounded by a ten-mile drive. is the feature which most interests tourists. To Victoria is a four-hour delightful run and there
are several fast commodious steamers daily. From Seattle the circuit side trip to Vancouver and Victoria steadily grows in favor.
When climate is the topic, all the citizenry unite in the view that there is but one genuinely perfect climate between the
Arctic Ocean and Chile and that the one found around Puget Sound, in confirmation of which they point with pride to their rosycheeked children and their small doctor bills. Their logic cannot be punctured effectually, even when at first the stranger is
inclined to question some of their exuberant claims. The meteorologic story may be put in a paragraph.
The summits of the Cascade Range crossing Washington with an irregular north-south trend, form a physical barrier which
divides the State into two sections possessing widely. different climatic and soil conditions. The warm. soft. moisture-laden
Chinook winds, caused by the Japan Current moving northerly along the shore, striking against this cold mountain barrier. are
thrown back, the moisture condensing as mist, fog and rain. While the rainfall on the Pacific' Coast, generally, increases from
San Diego's ten inches to Sitka's 112. for some inexplicable reason the Puget Sound region has a far smaller annual precipitation
than Oregon, the "Web-Foot" State. Seattle has ordinarily about thirty-five inches and Port Townsend under twenty. Also
Vancouver Island. the favored sunshineland, has less rainfall than the British Columbia mainland. Alaska is another story. there
being hardly a rainless week in the year, but during the summer showers, fogs and clouds play tag so joyously with sunshine that
tourists reckon them an advantage. Puget Sound has really only two seasons, summer and winter. distinguishable by rainfall
and occasionally snow, never deep along tidewater and rarely remaining long. Toward the mountains the snowfall is heavy.
The greater part of the rainfall occurs in November, December. January and March. February is usually a sunshine month.
There is an absence of summer and winter extremes and the nights are always cool.
In thinking or writing ,of Puget Sound it is impossible to get the mind away from the mountains. The memory of the
Cascades greeting the rising sun; of Rainier. flanked by Adams and St. Helens on the south, with Baker-the Indian's Kulshan,
"The Great White Watcher"-far to the north. raising their glistening crests above the passing clouds into the deep blue eternity,
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This was the scene of stirring happenings in the days when "Fifty-four Forty or Fight" was a popular slogan. The ownership
of San Juan Island was the subject of dispute between England and ourselves as late as 1872, when the question was referred to
the German Kaiser as arbitrator and decided in our favor. Friday Harbor, capital of San Juan, one of the island counties, and
numerous places appeal to the student for other than their scenic charm.
Like Victoria, Vancouver has extensive wharves and the city is inviting and well laid out. There is a large trade in lumber
and fishing is an important industry. Stanley Park, nearly 1,000 acres of primeval forest, intersected by walks and avenues and
surrounded by a ten-mile drive, is the feature which most interests tourists. To Victoria is a four-hour delightful run and there
are several fast commodious steamers daily. From Seattle the circuit side trip to Vancouver and Victoria steadily grows in favor.
When climate is the topic, all the citizenry unite in the view that there is but one genuinely perfect climate between the
Arctic Ocean and Chile and that the one found around Puget Sound, in confirmation of which they point with pride to their rosycheeked children and their small doctor bills. Their logic cannot be punctured effectually, even when at first the stranger is
inclined to question some of their exuberant claims. The meteorologic story may be put in a paragraph.
The summits of the Cascade Range crossing Washington with an irregular north-south trend, form a physical barrier which
divides the State into two sections possessing widely. different climatic and soil conditions. The warm, soft, moisture-laden
Chinook winds, caused by the Japan Current moving northerly along the shore, striking against this cold mountain barrier, are
thrown back, the moisture condensing as mist, fog and rain. While the rainfall on the Pacific Coast, generally, increases from
San Diego's ten inches to Sitka's 112, for some inexplicable reason the Puget Sound region has a far smaller annual precipitation
than Oregon, the "Web-Foot" State. Seattle has ordinarily about thirty-five inches and Port Townsend under twenty. Also
Vancouver Island, the favored sunshineland, has less rainfall than the British Columbia mainland. Alaska is another story, there
being hardly a rainless week in the year, but during the summer showers, fogs and clouds play tag so joyously with sunshine that
tourists reckon them an advantage. Puget Sound has really only two seasons, summer and winter, distinguishable by rainfall
and occasionally snow, never deep along tidewater and rarely remaining long. Toward the mountains the snowfall is heavy.
The greater part of the rainfall occurs in November, December, January and March. February is usually a sunshine month.
There is an absence of summer and winter extremes and the nights are always cool.
In thinking or writing of Puget Sound it is impossible to get the mind away from the mountains. The memory of the
Cascades greeting the rising sun; of Rainier, flanked by Adams and St. Helens on the south, with Baker-the Indian's Kulshan,
"The Great White Watcher"-far to the north, raising their glistening crests above the passing clouds into the deep blue eternity,
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from Ashford to Nisqually Bridge, twenty-one miles, where
automobiles were formerly stopped, was widened and rebuilt six
miles farther, and is now perfectly safe for automobiles into
Paradise. Longmire, where are accommodations to fit different
purses. affords a fine central point for side trips and has the best
near view of the grand mountain, from its immediate base. The
sojourner makes no mistake in planning to spend a week.
Indian Henry's Hunting Grounds and Van Trump Park
should not be overlooked, each a grand day's outing from The Inn.
Then there are numerous entrancing trails and bypaths winding
through sylvan woods in all imaginable directions. strange to
say, without danger of getting lost, or meeting with mishap.
The Nisqually. Paradise. Tahoma and other streams afford
splendid sport and Mine Host of The Inn serves trout as never...
elsewhere enjoyed. The inspiration of the surroundings. the
revivifying effects of the ozone-laden atmosphere and the outdoor
activity all combine to give' keenest zest to the satisfying of the
keen edge of hunger. Then, too. there is always the water. and
what all Puget Sounders say of their water being the most
healthful the round world over is indisputable. While super
latively good everywhere. somehow the Rainier water seems
"more gooder." as the little girl told her mother. And these
are but hints of the delights.
Botanists who have been to Alaska and the Yosemite. have
said that the floral lure of Rainier's valleys, parks and nooks is
the wonder of wonders. affording the best field for studying plant
life, which is indeed cheering to ordinary lay mortals. who are
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forever marveling where such million sextillions of beautiful flowers come from. This sight alone has amply repaid sojourners
from New York and Boston for crossing Uncle Sam's big farm from one end to the other, so they have gone on record. The
present chronicler has had no small mountain experience, embracing Maine to Georgia, the crests of the continent, where the
top-loftiest peaks puncture the ethereal blue. the Sierras and up and down the Pacific Coast-rugged! grand! beautiful! one or
all! - but none have the appealing awe-compelling charm and uplift as has Rainier. The Pacific Coast Monarch is easily
America's crowning grandeur. reached in a half-day from metropolitan centers.
OLYMPI C PENINSULA
Unlike the other mountains of the Pacific Northwest, the score of peaks which compose the "Stairway of the Angels," as the
early Spaniards called the Olympics, are not isolated cones, but form a range of jagged crests, snow-covered most of the year,
joining the range well down amid the evergreen forests. They support several towering glacier-clad extinct volcanoes and possess
other distinctive features, which place them in a distinguished class. Olympus, Fitzhenry and Constance attain the highest
elevations, 8,470, 8,090 and 7,820 feet, respectively.
This superb playground of restful appealingness, exuberant growths, grass-carpeted valleys, lakes and streams abounding
in fish, with elk, bear and other game aplenty, is the most recent to invite sojourners. The Olympic National Forest has to-day
the largest herd of elk, 6,500 head, protected by the Government. Here is the camper's haven. a health-dreamland of sunshine.
shade and dancing waters, distant but a few hours from Seattle, reached in comfort by steamer to Port Angeles and motor-stage
from there. Both Lake Sutherland and Lake Crescent, where the fishing is almost beyond belief and the views enthralling, are
reached by broad hard-surfaced roads that turn off from the Olympic Highway, the fine boulevard which extends from Puget
Sound to the ocean, winding through the glad mountains over water-partings, penetrating picturesque fastnesses. These
lakes offer surprising charms and Sol Duc Hot Springs, a dozen miles south of Lake Crescent, is the climax. These hot springs,
long known for their health-restoring properties and visited by the Indians and pioneer settlers, attract many.
In search of upbuilding rest one cannot find a more inspiring environment close to Nature with everything needful at hand.
Not only do these waters allay rheumatism, kidney. blood and mental ailments, but effect permanent cures and that, too, in an
exceedingly short time. There is a spacious sanitarium furnished with all up-to-date scientific essentials and nothing is lacking
which patrons may require.
The altitude above tidewater is 1,760 feet and the temperature of the springs is 130 degrees.
Sol Duc Hot Springs Hotel, new, modern, four stories, with generous lobby, homey dining-room and grill. wide verandas. sunny
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well-furnished rooms and all appointments in keeping with high-class standard. admirably fills a want. the demands for which were
urgent. Miles of trails for foot or saddle. around and over the mountains. allure. and abundant provision is made for outdoor
and indoor recreations. While there is no rush or whirl. something congenial is always happening to please any and every whim.
Of the comfy hotels at Lake Sutherland. Lake Crescent and other delight points and the camping nooks. the sojourner may take
his choice.
Approaches to the heart of the Olympics are by the noisy. laughing. Elwha River. which heads on the north flanks of Mount
Seattle and by Lake Crescent. snuggling around the base of Mount Storm King. Good trails lead to the glaciers and there are
a number of competent. well-informed guides. who have pack horses and camp outfits. So the sojourner may loll and dream all
day in the grassy shade following the shadows. with book unread. or live the strenuous life. or first one and then the other. as
the mood inclines, the entire summer through.
Port Angeles, on Fuca Strait, sixty miles from the ocean. capital of the Olympic Empire, was the first port of entry for this
entire region. Its name was selected and plan of the town was drawn in 1862. under direction of President Lincoln, who always
took a keen interest in the Puget Sound country. It has a fine harbor. furnishing safe refuge from storms. and is a growing mart .....
of moment. Connected with the Olympic Highway it is the focal center for the trade of the mountainous interior, where farms
and settlements are steadily increasing. Here is the home of the electric power company. which has harnessed Elwha River to
supply current to the Navy Yard at Bremerton, Port Orchard, Port Townsend, and Forts Worden, Flagler and Casey. Port Angeles
is favored with one of the world's largest protected deep-water harbors. seventy-eight miles nearer the Pacific Ocean than Seattle.
being made aVil-ilable by the construction of the Seattle. Port Angeles & Western. allied with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway. This pioneer railroad will parallel Fuca Strait, tapping the fine virgin lumber area said to contain more timber than
the entire State of Michigan. The city has a ninety-nine-year lease on two miles of Ediz Hook Spit. the harbor breakwater,
which affords unexcelled sites for factories and mills.
Other Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul branches admirably conform to industrial needs. Out from Bellingham, with its fine
harbor, a pioneer line penetrates Nooksaak Valley, a great timber and agricultural region near the British Coluinbia boundary.
Freight cars are barged from Seattle to Bellingham. Everett, with its splendid deep-water bay. is a keen competitor with
Bellingham for third Puget Sound city, each topping 30.000 population. The main-line branch from Cedar Falls northwesterly
to Everett traverses an exceptionally prosperous country. Fronting the ocean. Gray's Harbor, with the on-coming cities. Hoquiam
and Aberdeen. is joined to the main line at Tacoma. as are Centralia, Chehalis and Raymond. Raymond is near the mouth of
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Willapa River. where lumber is loaded on ocean-going craft.
These and other Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul feeders are
being extended and bettered, keeping even pace with
Washington's remarkable growth.
OREGON
All of the country north of California from the Pacific
Ocean to the Rocky Mountains was originally known as
Oregon, so called from the Oregon River. now the Columbia.
Orejones. "large eared," is the Spanish name for certain South
American Indian tribes and it is said that our Oregon harks back
to the Spanish navigators along the coast. In Carver's "Travels,"
published in 1763, Oregon is spoken of as "a river of the West,
which falls into the Pacific at the Straits. of Anian," or
Juan de Fuca. In 1792 Captain Robert Gray. of Boston,
crossed the bar of the great river in the Columbia, and named
it after his ship. which christening has held against all protests.
This "discovery" is the foundation of our Oregon title and it
amuses how little was known of this vast rich wonderland. which
some of the foremost statesmen believed an expanse of worthless
wilds. Had it not been for a few indomitable, far-seeing men.
wise beyond their day, it is probable the Stars and Stripes
would not now wave north of California.
The Lower Columbia region teems with historic memories.
On the heels of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803. after two years
of hardships exploring the continental wilderness, Lewis and Clark
reached the ocean limit of sunsetland in November, 1805, by
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well-furnished rooms and all appointments in keeping with high-class standard. admirably fills a want, the demands for which were
urgent. Miles of trails for foot or saddle, around and over the mountains, allure. and abundant provision is made for outdoor
and indoor recreations. While there is no rush or ~hirl. something congenial is always happening to please any and every whim.
Of the comfy hotels at Lake Sutherland. Lake Crescent and other delight points and the camping nooks•. the sojourner may take
his choice.
Approaches to the heart of the Olympics are by the noisy, laughing. Elwha River. whic~ heads on the north flanks of Mount
Seattle and by Lake Crescent. snuggling around the base of Mount Storm King. Good trails lead to the glaciers and there are
a number of competent. well-informed guides. who have pack horses and camp outfits. So the sojourner may loll and dream all
day in the grassy shade following the shadows, with book unread. or live the strenuous life, or first one and then the other, as
the mood inclines. the entire summer through.
Port Angeles, on Fuca Strait, sixty miles from the ocean, capital of the Olympic Empire. was the first port of entry for this
entire region. Its name was selected and plan of the town was drawn in 1862, under direction of President Lincoln. who always
took a keen interest in the Puget Sound country. It has a fine harbor, furnishing safe refuge from storms, and is a growing mart
of moment. Connected with the Olympic Highway it is the focal center for the trade of the mountainous interior, where farms
and settlements are steadily increasing. Here is the home of the electric power company, which has harnessed Elwha River to
supply current to the Navy Yard at Bremerton, Port Orchard, Port Townsend, and Forts Worden, Flagler and Casey. Port Angeles
is favored with one of the world's largest protected deep-water harbors, seventy-eight miles nearer the Pacific Ocean than Seattle.
being made available by the construction of the Seattle. Port Angeles & Western, allied with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway. This pioneer railroad will parallel Fuca Strait, tapping the fine virgin lumber area said to contain more timber than
the entire State of Michigan. The city has a ninety-nine-year lease on two miles of Ediz Hook Spit, the harbor breakwater.
which affords unexcelled sites for factories and mills.
Other Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul branches admirably conform to industrial needs. Out from Bellingham. with its fine
harbor. a pioneer line penetrates Nooksaak Valley, a great timber and agricultural region near the British Columbia boundary.
Freight cars are barged from Seattle to Bellingham. Everett, with its splendid deep-water bay. is a keen competitor with
Bellingham for third Puget Sound city. each topping 30.000 population. The main-line branch from Cedar Falls northwesterly
to Everett traverses an exceptionally prosperous country. Fronting the ocean. Gray's Harbor, with the on-coming cities, Hoquiam
and Aberdeen. is joined to the main line at Tacoma. as are Centralia. Chehalis and Raymond; Raymond is near the mouth of
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Willapa River, where lumber is loaded on ocean-going craft.
These and other Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul feeders are
being extended and bettered, keeping even pace with
Washington's remarkable growth.
OREGON
All of the country north of California from the Pacific
Ocean to the Rocky Mountains was originally known as
Oregon, so called from the Oregon River, now the Columbia.
Orejones, "large eared," is the Spanish name for certain SOl\th
American Indian tribes and it is said that our Oregon harks back
to the Spanish navigators along the coast. In Carver's liTravels,"
published in 1763, Oregon is spoken of as "a river of the West,
which falls into the Pacific at the Straits. of Anian," 0
Juan de Fuca. In 1792 Captain Robert Gray, of Boston,
crossed the bar of the great river in the Columbia, and named
it after his ship, which christening has held against all protests.
This "discovery" is the foundation of our Oregon title and it
amuses how little was known of this vast rich wonderland, which
some of the foremost statesmen believed an expanse of worthless
wilds. Had it not been for a few indomitable, far-seeing men,
wise beyond their day, it is probable the Stars and Stripes
would not now wave north of California.
The Lower Columbia region teems with historic memories.
On the heels of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, after two years
of hardships exploring the continental wilderness, Lewis and Clark
reached the ocean limit of sunsetland in November, 1805, by
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way of the Columbia. They established Fort Clatsop, so named for a friendly tribe, and devoted the winter to recuperation and
study of the country and the Indians before taking the back trail. Alice Cooper's splendid Sacajawea, or "The Little Birdwoman ll
statue, in the Portland City Park, recalls an heroic story all should delight in, for without her as guide and protector against the
hostile occupants of the land the expedition would have failed utterly. "The Coming of the White Man," another notable sculpture
in this park, by Hermon Atkins MacNeil, whose "Adventurous Bowman" contributes so much pleasure to the San Francisco
Exposition, is a powerful portrayal of how the Indians regarded the arrival of Lewis and Clark below The Dalles.
PORTLAND AND THE COLUMBIA RIVER. No review of the enchanted Northland is complete without a peep at
Portland, the Rose City, with its remarkable fresh-water harbor on the Willamette, that industrial afHuent of the Columbia,
where the tides push back the inland flow without any intermingling of waters. Occupying the mesas and the slopes on both
sides of the river, distant sixty miles, in an air line from the open sea, or 120 miles by navigable waters, and fifty miles west
of the Cascade Mountains, the site is one of great natural beauty and charm. It is an old city from the Pacific angle, in fact
the pioneer of all. Laid out at the head of ocean navigation in 1845, by boosters from Maine, who, convinced that in time it
would approach the importance of the chief mart of their home State, gave it that name to conjure with. How marvelously has·"
reality exceeded their wildest dreams! By the 1910 census the population of Portland, Maine, waS 58,571, while that of its
Pacific namesake was 207,214, and growing apace. Incidentally the physical, economic and scenic features of the East and West
Coast are comparable with the industrial states of these two cities.
Portland is a joyous place to visit. Shown by buildings, homes and streets, it is as solidly conservative as its Maine forbear,
combined with genuine wide-awake western push. In social distinction the old families resemble those of Boston or Philadelphia,
which incline eastern folk to amaze that a metropolis laid out on the continent's western rim hardly three score and ten years
ago, should assume such airs of refinement and old-age importance. The climate is fine, the mean summer temperature being
around 64 degrees Fahrenheit, and the winter 41 degrees Fahrenheit. Roses bloom practically all the year and the annual Rose
Festival, held in June, has wide renown. Portland Heights and Council Crest (altitude, 1,000 feet), on the western limits of the
city, reached by a delightful, electric-car, winding climb, afford magnificent views of Columbia and Willamette valleys, the snow
clad summits of Mount Hood, Mount Jefferson, Mount St. Helens, Mount Adams and Mount Rainier. It is an important railroad
center. The harbor is accessible for vessels of twenty-six feet draught and there are miles of wharves and docks with numerous
large grain elevators. The leading industries are lumber, salmon, wheat, wool, fruit and other products of the Columbia, Willamette
and Hood River valleys.
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GUARDIANS OF THE COLUMBIA. No geologic story is more easily read on the pages of Nature's open book than that
of the Columbia River through the ramparts of the Cascade Mountains, at The Dalles, eighty-five miles by rail east of Portland.
There are no grander combinations of mountain, valley and river scenery than the last 200 miles of the Columbia before its waters
join those of the ocean. Mount Hood, on the south, Mount Adams and Mount St. Helens, on the north, each a glacier-clad,
extinct volcano, form a triangle of towering white sentinels, appropriately styled Guardians of the Columbia. Indian myth and
legend connect these impres~ive landmarks with the noble river and The Dalles, where until yesterday the falls and rapids
barred navigation. Mount Hood bears the same relation to Portland that Mount Rainier does to Tacoma and Seattle. It is
distant fifty miles, reached by a fine boulevard and the summit is attained without difficulty by seasoned mountaineers. Here
is one of the world's splendid playgrounds, certain to steadily grow in favor.
.
CELILO CANAL. The most formidable obstacles to navigation around The Dalles, were the Celilo falls.and rapids, where
the Columbia drops twenty-two feet. Above The Dalles the river is a mile or more wide, while at the Narrows the channel
contracts to 165 feet, with a depth of 200 feet, through which the water boils in gigantic whirlpools. In all, the drop is eighty-two
feet between the upper and lower smooth water. For ten years the federal government was continuously at work on the
construction of the Celilo Canal, which has extended navigation to Lewiston, Idaho. This drop of eighty-two feet is overcome
by five pairs of locks. The celebration of completion of this canal, which represents an expenditure of $6,000,000, took place '''recently and was enthusiastically participated in by all communities on the lower course of the river and crowds from far and
near. The numerous features were staged from Astoria to Lewiston and the celebration filled in a glorious fortnight.
TRAIN SERVICE. Portland and the Lower Columbia region are well served by "The Portland-Puget Sound Express,"
operated from Chicago to Omaha over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, Union Pacific Railroad to Granger or Ogden,
Oregon Short Line to Huntington and Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company to Po~tland. The same excellent
service is afforded eastbound from Portland and intermediate points to Chicago.
ALASKA - THE WORLD'S WONDERLAND BEYOND COMPARE
Vitus Bering, a Danish navigator in Russian service, was the first white man to explore the World's Wonderland on the
Northeast Pacific Coast in 1741-47, and which he called Russian America. He figures large in its early history, his name being
perpetuated in the waters which separate the continents, and he named Mount St. Elias for the saint of its discovery day. The
Tzar, or "Little Father," ruled the ocean fringe of this vast terra incognita for over a century, save for certain native uprisings,
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from the royal capital. first on Kodiak Island and afterwards at
Sitka. and to-day he dominates the nati'ves through the Greek
Catholic Church.
When we paid $7.200.000 for Russian America. or about
two cents an acre. it was generally believed that Uncle Sam had
been handed a glacial elephant. whose up-keep would be an
ever-increasing outgo. with no favoring balance on the other
side of the ledger. It was whispered at the time that this money
was a recognition or graceful compensation for Russia's needful
friendship during the Civil War and there were those who said
we would better have paid $20.000.000 and let Russia keep her
"Pacific Iceland." Not so Secretary Seward, who negotiated the
treaty, aided by half a score of others-for years pointed at as
"softies" and "easy statesmen"-and he ever maintained that
history would affirm the Alaska Purchase the one act of states'manship by which he would be best remembered and honored.
THE CHRISTENING. Senator Sumner. of the "Old Bay
State," was prominent among the "easy statesmen" hypnotized
by this "Pacific Iceland" lure. talking it so constantly his New
England supporters said he had gone stark mad. It was he who
fashioned the title "Alaska." from the Aleutian Indian word
meaning "Great Country," the name by which the aborigines
called their native land. This christening was heartily adopted.
its champions proclaiming: "Time will demonstrate that no
country was ever more appropriately named."
Leaving out seal furs and fisheries. this happy dream came true
with the gold uncoverings around Juneau and in the Klondike

Pacinc Ocean, near Cape Flattery, Olympic Peninsula
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and along the Yukon, 1885-89, and later, when the electrifying gold li.nds were made at Cape Nome, on Norton Sound, where the
Seward Peninsula beach sands gave men fortunes in a week. Following these stampedes came bonanza discoveries in the interior
and to-day Fairbanks, on the Tanana, is the largest city and the li.rmly established supply point for central Al~ska towns and
settlements, and the interior terminus of the newly-authorized Government railroad to be extended from the coast to Seward.
For more than a score of years the wealth outpourings each season have far exceeded the bagatelle paid to Russia and the
development game has not begun. Truly the name was wisely chosen. It is, indeed, a great country. Great in area! Great
in scenery! Great in surprises! Great in diversili.ed natural resources, whose number, volume"and worth occasion wide astonishment!
So it has come to pass that among the li.rst things a sojourner at Seattle is shown is the Seward Monument and is told what a
great man President Johnson had for his Secretary of State in 1867 and how exceeding fortunate it was for the country.
CENTRAL AXIS.
The mere statement that Alaska covers nearly 600,000 square miles - about one-sixth of the
United States-gives but a dim notion of its vast extent. It is larger than all of the United States east of the Mississippi, or that
portion west of the Rocky Mountains. Were its southeast corner placed in Georgia, on the Atlantic Coast, the north end in
Minnesota, on the Canadian boundary, Attu, the last of our Aleutian Islands, would fall into the Pacili.c Ocean, just north of ...
San Diego, as one of the Geological Survey map-makers has graphically shown. Or, to put it in another way, from Seattle or
San Francisco, which have the same longitude, the coast of Maine is as many degrees east as the Aleutian Islands reach west.
In other words, including Alaska, the central axis of the United States passes through Puget Sound and San Francisco Bay. At
li.rst this causes the alert to rub eyes in amazement. Viewed from an economical angle, balancing the physical features and
natural resources of the Atlantic and Pacili.c, makes one realize that the commercial supremacy of New York Harbor is not to
remain forever undisputed. The industrial and climatic superiority of the Western to the Eastern Coast is too great not to
affect the question of population and civilization
Alaska, with the islands, has a coast line exceeding 26,000 miles, or more than the circumference of the globe.
What is
commonly called the Panhandle, reaching from Mount St. Elias to Dixon Entrance, north of Queen Charlotte Islands, where
Alaska begins, is the area of special concern to tourists, and for that matter most others, embracing the visible wealth in
magnili.cent trees, Juneau the capital, the world's foremost gold mine, and other mines, li.sheries, glaciers, and untold feature
places with scenery incomparable.
What is given as a low estimate places the available timber at 6,000,000,000 feet, a very
large portion being at once accessible to shipment, as sawmills and vessels can lie right along the forests at tidewater all the way
up the coast.
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and along the Yukon. 1885-89, and later, when the electrifying gold finds were made at Cape Nome, on Norton Sound, where the
Seward Peninsula beach sands gave men fortunes in a week. Following these stampedes came bonanza discoveries in the interior
and to-day Fairbanks. on the Tanana, is the largest city and the firmly established supply point for central Al~ska towns and
settlements. and the interior terminus of the newly-authorized Government railroad to be extended from the coast to Seward.
For more than a score of years the wealth outpourings each season have far exceeded the bagatelle paid to Russia and the
development game has not begun. Truly the name was wisely chosen. It is, indeed, a great country. Great in area! Great
in scenery! Great in surprises! Great in diversified natural resources, whose number, volume and worth occasion wide astonishment!
So it has come to pass that among the first things a sojourner at Seattle is shown is the Sewa'rd Monument and is told what a
great man President Johnson had for his Secretary of State in 1867 and how exceeding fortunate it was for the country.
CENTRAL AXIS.
The mere statement that Alaska covers nearly 600,000 square miles - about one-sixth of the
United States-gives but a dim notion of its vast extent. It is larger than all of the United States east of the Mississippi. or that
portion west of the Rocky Mountains. Were its southeast corner placed in Georgia, on the Atlantic Coa.st, the north end in
Minnesota, on the Canadian boundary, Attu, the last of our Aleutian Islands, would fall into the Pacific Ocean. just north of
San Diego, as one of the Geological Survey map-makers has graphically shown. Or, to put it in another way, from Seattle or
San Francisco, which have the same longitude, the coast of Maine is as many degrees east as the Aleutian Islands reach west.
In other words, including Alaska, the central axis of the United States passes through Puget Sound and San Francisco Bay. At
first this causes the alert to rub eyes in amazement. Viewed from an economical angle, balancing the physical features and
natural resources of the Atlantic and Pacific, makes one realize that the commercial supremacy of New York Harbor is not to
remain forever undisputed. The industrial and climatic superiority of the Western to the Eastern Coast is too great not to
affect the question of population and civilization
Alaska, with the islands, has a coast line exceeding 26,000 miles, or more than the circumference of the globe.
What is
commonly called the Panhandle, reaching from Mount St. Elias to Dixon Entrance. north of Queen Charlotte Islands, where
Alaska begins. is the area of special concern to tourists, and for that matter most others. embracing the visible wealth in
magnificent trees, Juneau the capital, the world's foremost gold mine, and other mines, fisheries, glaciers, and untold feature
places with scenery incomparable.
What is given as a low estimate places the available timber at 6,000,000,000 feet, a very
large portion being at once accessible to shipment, as sawmills and vessels can lie right along the forests at tidewater all the way
up the coast.
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Not only has Alaska the third highest mountains in the world-Himalayas and And~s alone attain greater elevation-but
if the greatest landscape artist had been consulted its peaks could not have been arranged to show on approach a more continuously
impressive appearance.
Starting from Puget Sound. with mountains of modern altitude and mere patches of snow on their
sides, as the steamer moves northward along the full length of this matchless Inside Passage. the mountains daily grow higher
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and whiter, culminating in the St. Elias Range, whose crests rise 15,000 to 19,500 feet elevation. Mount McKinley, 20,325
altitude, a little south of the center of main Alaska, is the highest summit in North America.
While at Seattle the sojourner should not fail to visit the Chamber of Commerce, where an awakening and instructive hour
may be enjoyed in the Alaska rooms. Here. under the guidance of a competent representative, the products of the "World's
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Wonderland" are seen, probably the most extensive exhibit extant in scope of natural resources. Generally, whatever is successfully
cropped in Scotland, Denmark, Norway or Sweden, the corresponding Alaska latitudes yield equally well and in many localities
both climate and soil favor our Pacific Northland.. Can you suggest a more fitting pet name than the "World's Wonderland"?
DAWN OF A NEW ERA. The political story of Alaska is far from creditable to our country. Until recently it has
had little more than the shadow of a civil government and there was no law by which a resident could secure title to the soil for
his home. Then the friction over coal titles and kindred troubles retarded development of the material resources, other than
gold mining. A move toward the betterment of conditions occurred in 1912 when Congress organized a Territorial Government,
with a legislature to meet biennially at Juneau and creating a railroad commission to determine the route of the Government
railroad to open up the coal fields and penetrate the interior farming regions. For the beginning of this undertaking $35,000,000
is appropriated. Selection of Seward as the tidewater terminal has cleared the way for the prosecution of construction work
without delay. Together with important federal rulings relating to leases of coal lands and more favorable agricultural filings,
this year, A. D. 1915, offers hope-inspiring signs of proving the inauguration of an awakening era.
EXCURSION PORTS OF CALL. Summer excursion steamers generally make no stop out from Seattle until reaching·...
Prince Rupert, in British Columbia, near the south end of the Panhandle, and the terminus of the most northern continental
railroad. There is a spacious harbor and behind the town weird and sheltering mountains. The totem poles led a bright
woman to affirm: "It would not have been a sin against the Decalogue to have fallen down and worshipped them, for they are
unlike anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath or that is in the waters under the earth."
All other ports of call are in Alaska. First. the model Indian town, Metlakatla, then Ketchikan. where salmon and halibut
hold sway. Fort Wrangell, a totem pole city, a former Hudson Bay post. where furs and big game continue to supply the traffic.
Large numbers of sportsmen are attracted to the near-by Cassiar hunting grounds each fall by the abundance of bear, caribou.
mountain sheep and moose.
Sitka, which recalls the Bay of Naples to all who know Italy, is always a joyous experience. The old castle and church. the
mission school, the shops and the Indians fully occupy every hour while in port. Even before reaching Sitka. beginning at
Petersburg. the domain of glaciers is reached and usually the steamer continues up the eastern passage to juneau, stopping at
Sitka on the homeward way.
Juneau. the capital of Alaska. launched in the 1880 mining boom, named for joseph juneau. a pioneer. is steadily acquiring
metropolitan stability. It occupies a picturesque shelf at the foot of Mount Juneau. fronting the sea. Right at hand on Douglas
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Island, is the Treadwell, the world's most famous gold mine, which
always keeps open house for tourists, a foremost feature of the trip.
Skagway, where the White Pass & Yukon Railway connects
with the Yukon, navigable for 3,500 miles, is the extreme north
end of the Inside Passage. It is a romantic, wide-awake, bustling
city, with an individuality all its own. From Seattle to Skagway
and return is made in twelve days in comfortable steel steamships,
supplied with all ~odern conveniences, built specially for this
service.
Three times a month safe serviceable steamers leave Seattle
for Ketchikan, Juneau, Yakutat, Katalla, Cordova, Valdez,
Seward, Seldovia, Port Graham and Knik or Kodiak. On this
voyage after leaving Cross Sound, the steamer is mostly in the
open sea, or Gulf of Alaska. At Yakutat Bay, Mount St. Elias,
the world's only all-snow mountain rising direct from tidewater,
is seen in full grandeur. The world's largest glaciers, though no
more grand than the Muir or T aku, are also on review and a view
may be had of Mt. McKinley. Returning, the same ports
are made and the round trip to Seattle occupies nineteen days.
Rates for either tour will be quoted upon request to any Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul representative.
TOTEMS AND TOTEM POLES. According to Alaskan
Indian belief, in the beginning, when all was sea and sky and in
the sky a moon, the first woman was created by aid of Moon,
Bird, Fish and Toad. When grown up she was hugged by Bear,
who was father of the first man. Thus they are descended from
Bird, Fish, Toad and Bear and have special reverence and awe
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for the moon. By their mythology or belief birds, fishes and animals in the beginning were all related, so it follows, the first
Indians were their kin. Naturally, each of the first families took for its totem, crest or coat of arms, its original ancestor, as
Bear, Halibut, or Pelican. Totems define the bonds of relationship and those of the same totem are forbidden to marry, that
is a Halibut cannot marry a Halibut, nor a Fox a Fox, but a Fox can marry a Whale and a Whale can marry an Eagle.
Their wisemen tell of a remote happy age when the Indians inhabited a beautiful land, where the mythical creatures, whose
symbols they retain, revealed themselves to the heads of the families. They tell the traditional story of an overwhelming flood
which submerged the good land and spread death and destruction. Those who escaped in canoes were scattered in every direction
far and wide and when the flood subsided they settled on the shore where their canoes grounded and began life anew. In this
way persons related by blood became widely separated, but they retained and clung to their totems. Totem poles tell the family
story, literally a genealogic tree, and on the death of the head of a family his heir erects a totem pole in front of his house on
which is carved or painted the symbolism of his clan. Often they are sixty feet or more tall and finely carved with conventional,
grotesque animals or birds, presenting a weird, gruesome or fantastic appearance.
As woman was created first, all children take the mother'slotem and are incorporated as members of her family, nor do they
designate or regard their father's family as relatives and it follows that an Indian's heir or successor is not his own son, but his
sister's son and when the woman marries into a distant tribe away from her relatives, her children on growing up leave their
parents and go to their mother's tribe. These ties tend to foster peace and discourage wars and even the christianized Indians
retain their totem distinctions.
INCOMPARABLE GLACIERS. Reader, have you ever seen a glacier? You may answer, "yes," but if you have not
made the marvelous Inside Passage trip you have never beheld the glacier in its incomparable splendor. Beside these Alaskan
ice streams the world-renowned Swiss glaciers are insignificant rills. For miles inland they have plowed their channels into
deep gorges, siT\king below sea level and creating the fiords, or narrow, steep-walled bays fringing the coast, making islands of the
low lands. Each gorge down to the head of its fiord is choked with its glacier, pushing steadily down and breaking off hourly
into gigantic icebergs-solid glass-like masses of translucent blue ice-with the loud noice of a cannon. Some spread out into
Titanic ice walls with a frontage of miles; the Malaspina at Yakutat Bay, 1,500 feet high, with a moving ice surface of 1,800
square miles, and Valdez, reaching fifteen miles along the coast, full of death-dealing crevasses, are typical.
Glaciers most familiar to tourists are those of Glacier Bay and Lynn Canal, leading to the Chilcat country, famous for furs,
blankets, and salmon canneries. Taku Glacier, one of the grandest, is visited by all Alaska excursions. The front is 250 to 300
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for the moon. By their mythology or belief birds, fishes and animals in the beginning were all related, so it follows, the first
Indians were their kin. Naturally, each of the first families took for its totem, crest or coat of arms, its original ancestor, as
Bear, Halibut, or Pelican. Totems define the bonds of relationship and those of the same totem are forbidden to marry, that
is a Halibut cannot marry a Halibut, nor a Fox a Fox, but a Fox can marry a Whale and a Whale can marry an Eagle.
Their wisemen tell of a remote happy age when the Indians inhabited a beautiful land, where the mythical creatures, whose
symbols they retain, revealed themselves to the heads of the families. They tell the traditional story of an overwhelming flood
which submerged the good land and spread death and destruction. Those who escaped in' canoes were scattered in every direction
far and wide and when the flood subsided they settled on the shore where their canoes grounded and began life anew. In this
way persons related by blood became widely separated, but they retained and clung to their totems. Totem poles tell the family
story, literally a genealogic tree, and on the death of the head of a family his heir erects a totem pole in front of his house on
which is carved or painted the symbolism of his clan. Often they are sixty feet or more tall and finely carved with conventional,
grotesque -animals or birds, presenting a weird, gruesome or fantastic appearance.
As woman was created first, all children take the mother's totem and are incorporated as members of her family, nor do they.",
designate or regard their father's family as relatives and it follows that an Indian's heir or successor is not his own son, but his
sister's son and when the woman marries into a distant tribe away from her relatives, her children on growing up leave their
parents and go to their mother's tribe. These ties tend to foster peace and discourage wars and even the christianized Indians
retain their totem distinctions.
INCOMPARABLE GLACIERS. Reader, have you ever seen a glacier? You may answer, "yes," but if you have not
made the marvelous Inside Passage trip you have never beheld the glacier in its incomparable splendor. Beside these Alaskan
ice streams the world-renowned Swiss glaciers are insignificant rills. For miles inland they have plowed their channels into
deep gorges, sin,king below sea level and creating the fiords, or narrow, steep-walled bays fringing the coast, making islands of the
low lands. Each gorge down to the head of its fiord is choked with its glacier, pushing steadily down and breaking off hourly
into gigantic icebergs-solid glass-like masses of translucent blue ice-with the loud noice of a cannon. Some spread out into
Titanic ice walls with a frontage of miles; the Malaspina at Yakutat Bay, 1,500 feet high, with a moving ice surface of 1,800
square miles, and Valdez, reaching fifteen miles along the coast, full of death-dealing crevasses, are typical.
Glaciers most familiar to tourists are those of Glacier Bay and Lynn Canal, leading to the Chilcat country, famous for furs,
blankets, andsalmon canneries. Taku Glacier, one of the grandest, is visited by all Alaska excursions. The front is 250 to 300
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Spokane, among the Icebergs at Glacier Bay, Alaska
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feet in height and a mile wide, which is about all the ice one's mind can grapple with. Near by is the great ice fan front of
Windom, a dead glacier, and en route to Skagway. Davidson Glacier debouches through the Chilcat Mountains from the great
Muir ice fields to an immense fan front on Lynn Canal. There are countless others and camera and field-glass will find continual
occupation every moment they are within range.
And this is the land of the midnight sun, where pictures may be taken by daylight up to 10.30 p.m. in midsummer anywhere
around Skagway. A phenomenon often seen on the Alaska trip is the mirage caused by the contact of the cold waters with the
moist warm air. They are at times clean-cut and remarkable vistas. And here at the ,end is the only vapory illusion in this
glimpse of the "World's Wonderland."
THE ROUTE TO THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST AND ALASKA
Something of the resources and delights of the Pacific Northwest and Alaska having been portrayed by word and illustration,
and read, ~et us hope with pleasure, it is natural that the intending sojourner should ask: "Which is the best route to the Pacific
Northwest?"
While all routes to the Pacific Northwest are good, sojourners make no mistake in having their tickets read via the picturesque .....
"Trail of The Olympian"-the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. It is the youngest railroad to Puget Sound tidewater
and remarkable in being the shortest and most direct out of Chicago, with the easiest grades. conquering the main mountain
ranges by the low passes considerately overlooked by other engineers. Every mile of the line between Chicago and Seattle and
Tacoma-with massive bridges of steel and masonry, rock and concrete tunnels and splendidly ballasted roadbed-is the best
that engineering skill and money could achieve. The trains of solid steel construction, with appointments and furnishings as
nearly perfect as artisan and builder can .supply, enable the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway-the only Pacific Coast
line operating from Chicago over its own rails all the way and owning its entire car equipment-to offer to the public a route,
a service and a degree of comfort in railway travel which have no superior and always give complete satisfaction. It is the cool
summer route with no desert wastes anywhere, with more interesting features, economic and scenic, than any other line. Those
who once make the trip via the "Trail of The Olympian," are its champions ever after, never from choice going by any other
route. On another page will be found full details of the matchless cuisine, and other jottings of interest to travelers.
Were it not for the splendid transportation facilities afforded by the extending of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul system,
the development of the vast and fertile country which lies between the Mississippi and Puget Sound would have been greatly
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retarded. This is an epoch of progress and the management of
this Company is ever in the forefront when things are being done.
It is illuminating to look back and read the story of railroad
achievements of the last century. Fewer than seventy years
ago our leading statesmen believed that the Rocky Mountains
would for all time be the limit of railroad building across our
continent; that the "insuperable barrier" presented by these
"huge elevations" and the extensive "desert tract" beyond them
must certainly prevent the development of the far western states.
"Desert." indeed!
No land on the globe produces such remarkable cereal
crops as this very prairie soil is doing each successive year, not
only supplying our own rapidly increasing population with the
staff of life, but also feeding the less fortunate millions of
Europe. The choicest wheat grown in America. known as h~~d
spring wheat, comes from this section. which has been called
the granary of the world.
In crossing the continent by the "Trail of The Olympian,"
the sojourner passes through a country whose grand scenic
charms can hardly be exaggerated. in describing which superlatives only will apply, and whose agricultural advantages,
natural resources and mineral wealth are probably unequaled in
the known world. Leaving the beautiful lake region and "Dells"
of Wisconsin and the picturesque Mississippi, whose banks and
the railroad run a collateral course from La Crosse, Wis.•
to St. Paul and Minneapolis. a distance of about one hundred
and forty miles, the route traverses the productive wheat fields
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of Minnesota, South Dakota and North Dakota, the fine farming lands of eastern Montana, across the Continental Divide,
among the copper. gold and silver bearing Rockies, more wonderfully fertile valleys, over the scenic Bitter Roots. through
Idaho's superb timber lands. the "shadowy" St. Joe, the prolific "Inland Empire." the Columbia River" by the wooded lakes
of the snow-crowned Cascades, through Snoqualmie Tunnel to Puget Sound tidewater, where the hopfields. orchards and
dairy farms fringing the wonder timber tracts are a new joy.
Necessarily this survey is confined to that portion of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul domain more especially identified
with Puget Sound, where the matchless harbor conditions form the magnet about which 'gathers commerce and industry. Each
year the drawing power of this Pacific deep tidewater steadily grows and now that the Panama Canal is open to world traffic the
maritime sphere of influence of Puget Sound is certain to extend more rapidly and demonstrate the solid foundation on which it
rests. It is essential, for our present purpose, to draw an arbitrary boundary of its to-day eastern limit, which is made to extend
over the .eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains to include Smith River Valley, and passing south through Ringling east of Montana
Canon and 'Gallatin Valley to include practically the western half of Montana. Ringling is 803 miles from Seattle and 1,395 miles
from Chicago. It is a conservative prediction that the year is not far in the future when eastern Montana's western traffic will .....
show a larger percentage increase than its eastbound and that this growth will continue.
MONTANA. Montana means "Mountain Land." The Indians called this region "Land of Shining Mountains," which
quite likely may have had to do with its naming. Anyhow it is pleasant so to think. Of Montana's 146,100 square miles
of surface more than half this splendid area is mountainous and while the summits do not attain the high altitudes of the
Colorado Rockies, nowhere is the scenery grander and more impressive, or the valleys more fertile and inviting.
In championing their home locality Montanans are indomitable, perhaps even more so than Texans, who have been classed
as untamables when criticisms are made of the Lone Star State. The old-timer will come near convincing the most obdurate
that his valley is a little the best. For vigorous people, fond of a four-season climate. this region is unequaled. The elevation
of the valleys varies from 3,500 to 5,400 feet, comparable to Colorado. where the mountain valleys are from 5,500 to 10,500 feet
altitude. Colorado's mean elevation is 6,800 feet; Montana's 3,400 feet, or a drop of 50 per cent. Montana air is equally dry,
charged with rejuvenating elixir and there are as many sunshine days. When it comes to soil and what can be grown, the list
embraces all the ordinary farm crops, grown anywhere in the same latitude.
Presently, west from Ringling, the train enters Montana Canon and the entire thirty-seven miles to Lombard is replete with
inspiring car-window glimpses of scenic grandeur. Sixteen Mile, the laughing. tumbling trout stream, down which the railroad
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winds, debouches into the Missouri sixteen miles below Three Forks, where the Jefferson, the Madison and the Gallatin unite to form the
great river. This was the Indian gathering place and main focal pointforfar and near, from which the pioneers located natural features.
Montana Canon offers one of the most entrancingly rugged panoramas of the entire trip, embracing within its narrow barriers
and short distance all the majestic features of mountain scenery, the work of titanic landscape craftsmen. Midway the canon
widens for two or more miles, giving space for a narrow fertile valley hemmed in by steep bluffs, then closing in to seemingly
bar the onward way. Here and there is seen the weathered roadbed of the Montana Railroad, or the "Old Jawbone," familiarly
called, from its being constructed mostly on promises to pay, crossing up and down humps, and turning sharp curves to get there
quick-pathfinder to profit-paying mines. When at last completed, it paid for itself in a year and having well served its purpose
the company transferred its valuable right-of-way to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Some of the grandest, most close-in,
precipitous views are at the very end of the canon, just before Sixteen Mile discharges into the Missouri at Lombard, named for
the constructing engineer of the Montana Railroad, a picturesque shut-in town that is all long and no wide.
Here·the track crosses the Missouri on a high, steel bridge, the first below its head, formed by the three rivers mentioned
above, 623 miles from Mobridge, or over 1,000 miles by the meanderings of the river. And now begins the climb to the ....
Continental Divide, a gradual ascent through kaleidoscopic vistas of valleys and canons. The line of the track is nearly south,
necessarily close to the water edge as the river is hemmed in by granite walls and limestone cliffs.
Weare crossing historic ground made memorable by the Lewis and Clark Expedition. The story of Sacajawea, the Indian
"Bird Woman," who safely piloted these first explorers across the continent over almost insurmountable obstacles, from the
great plains through the mountain fastnesses to the meeting of the three great rivers of which she had told and where her people
hunted the buffalo, is one of the most thrilling chapters of the early annals of the West. The expedition reached Three Forks
in July, 1805, where they rested and recuperated before pushing on to conquer the Great Divide. The Montana Daughters of
the American Revolution have erected a monument at the end of the main street of Three Forks, close to the railway station and the
train stops long enough for passengers to see it.
The new city of Three Forks is on a broad commanding mesa three miles above the union of the rivers, named by Lewis
and Cl~rk for President Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of State James Madison and Secretary of the Treasury Albert Gallatin,
respectively. It entered the race as a model city, with the coming of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, by being made a
division terminus. Situate at the outlet of Jefferson, Madison and Gallatin valleys, its future is assured. It is the junction of
the branch line to Bozeman, the alluring capital of Gallatin County, in the heart of peerless Gallatin Valley, with the most
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delightful surroundings imaginable. Nowhere do things thrive
more abundantly, said to be equally true of children or soil
products, for while the champions of each valley claim it leads
the procession, those of other valleys are prone to say II we can
raise just as fine crops as they do in Galiatin,lI and there can
be no higher endorsement.
Weare now st~rting up the Jefferson Valley, the route
selected by Lewis and Clark to cross the Great Divide, and
presently, at Sappington, we have passed the farthest south
point reached by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and,
continuing the gentle northwest ascent, the expanse broadens
exhilaratingly. Soon the Grand Canon of the Jefferson and
Jefferson Valley interchange, first one and then the other. At
, Piedmont, as the name hints, the mountain grade begins and
the train winds upward above Pipestone Valley. In and out
and around the precipitous front of Fish Creek Canon, through
deep cuts, ever climbing to conquer the Continental Crest,
Pipestone Tunnel, 6,350 feet above mean tidewater, the highest
elevation attained, is reached. This bore through the backbone
of the Rockies is a half-mile long, so straight that the gash of
daylight at the opposite end resembles that between two exclamations,!! On either side of this water-parting of the affluents,
of the Missouri and the Columbia the view is magnificent.
Just beyond the tunnel's west portal, 780 feet below, to the
right, is Butte, spread over the hills near the head of Silver Bow
Valley, the world's most noted mining city, evidenced by the
array of smokestacks and shaft houses, for the mines underlie the

MO!1tana Canon, in the Rockies
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streets and buildings of the city itself. One of the grandest night vistas is from this elevation. Settled in 1863' as a gold placer
diggings, it attracted no wide attention till the remarkable copper uncoverings, when in a twinkling it grew by leaps and bounds.
Here is the home of amalgamated copper. the scene of titanic lawsuits. millionaires, copper statesmen, reputations won and lost.
Probably no city of 40,000 population is so exclusively given over to a single industry. For years smelter fumes killed all growths,
making life a hardship, but now that is changed and Butte is presenting its claims as a health resort. North of west, twenty-six
miles from Butte, on a spur, is Anaconda, capital of Deer Lodge County, the mile-high smelter city having the world's largest
ore reduction plants, which supply 12 per cent of the world's copper and large amounts of gold and silver. It is New York in
miniature, with 12,000 population. Butte and Anaconda offer much to attract the sojourner.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK. None have been able to convey by descriptive word an adequate idea of the
wild magnificence of the Yellowstone Wonderland, the first of our national parks to be created. Even a satisfactory listing
of its accumulated marvels is most difficult, for the eye alone can appreciate their beauty, majesty and loveliness. It occupies
the northwest corner of Wyoming, extending over into, Montana, on the north, and Montana and Idaho, on the west, and is
conveniently reached by a side trip from Butte, over the Oregon Short Line. The route from Butte to and from Yellowstone,
the western entrance to the Park, traverses a region of mountains and cultivated valleys of distinctive individuality.
RIVERS AND VALLEYS. For ten miles beyond Butte the line runs due west, then turns north and, from Dalney to
Garrison for thirty-four miles, crosses Deer Lodge Valley north and south. We are still following down the Silver Bow, though
here it is Deer Lodge, a little farther beyond Gold Creek it is Hell Gate, then approaching Bonner it is Missoula River, and below
Missoula it becomes the Clark Fork of the Columbia. Deer Lodge, in the heart of Deer Lodge Valley, is historic ground.
Montana's first profit-paying gold finds were near by, the first stampmill was erected here and the transition from mining to farming
railway
found the town ever alert to adapt itself to new conditions. The State penitentiary, one of the best, is here. It is
division point, a bustling, growing, progressive town and the valley is one of Montana's boasts. Hell Gate is the site of Indian
wars. Here the Black Robes, as the Indians called the first Jesuit priests, who first encouraged cultivating the soil, did fine
missionary work. In truth the I21-mile ride from Butte to Missoula, down the stream of various names, presents valley,canon,
farming and industrial features of charm and interest.
MISSOULA, the metropolis of Missoula Valley, is Montana's third city in population, the seat of the State University and withal
exceptionally attractive. There is a distinctive style, go and up-to-dateness in the people, streets and buildings, which give the
sojourner pleasurable notions of, here is a good place to live. Fort Hayes, four miles south, is one of the largest army posts.
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Along the "Shadowy" St, Joe River. Idaho
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Missoula Valley is seventy miles long, six to ten miles wide, traversed by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul from end to end.
The soil, whether black loam or gravelly, is remarkably fertile, growing hay, grains, vegetables and fruits abundantly. Bitter Root
Valley, one of the finest, a grand apple country, is south of Missoula. To the northeast is the winding Big Blackfoot Valley,
being opened by a branch line, now chiefly used for saw logs, destined soon to figure conspicuously in cattle, hay and farm shipments.
To the north and west is the Flathead Country, capable of supplying hundreds of happy homes. All these side valleys are
tributary to Missoula, the "Queen City" that is different.
West of Missoula the line meets the Lewis and Clark route, following it through entrancing hay meadows, valleys, narrow
defiles, around precipitous bluffs, crossing and recrossing the river for seventy-five miles to St. Regis Valley, where the river turns
sharply to the east and the line continues northwesterly to begin the climb of the Bitter Root Range, a grand timber-clad arm
of the Rocky Mountains. A tunnel nearly two miles, 4,165 feet elevation, is the climax of the ascent, the east portal in Montana
and the west in Idaho. Both the climb and the winding descent into the Idaho Panhandle are replete with superb panoramic
vistas, particularly the latter, where the engineering feats are among the notable achievements of mountain railroading.
"SHADOWY" ST. JOE. From near the summit to Avery, the division point, where we change to Pacific time, or pick up .""
an hour, the twisting, laughing, rollicking St. Joe affords the railway the desired outlet. In this twenty-five miles the train has
dropped 1,670 feet on easy curves, or one and a quarter per cent to the mile, exceptional engineering for such a mountain fastness.
Beyond Avery the stream grows less swift at each milepost, and its north-of-west course supplies a material shortening of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul route, compared with other railroads, and presently the region becomes more level, the slopes
move back, the trees assume grander proportions and approaching the St. Joe, we enter the beautiful country of the "Shadowy"
St. Joe. "Gem of the Mountains" is the meaning of the Indian word "Idaho," and truly this quiet, restful and still inspiring sweep
.of gently flowing water, amid winsome woods and fruitful valleys, could not be more fittingly named. Here is the campers'
haven with the best trout fishing and ducks and game aplenty, and such water! and such air! and how one can sleep and forget
worry and care! St. Maries is head of general navigation, though steamers make St. Joe, twelve miles east. Avery is the
center of unexcelled mountain trout streams, where fly-casting lovers find naught shadowy or slow in their sport. Here is a
good hotel for those not attuned to life in the open.
St. Maries, a model oncoming city, center of extensive lumber interests, marks the union of the St. Maries with the
"Shadowy" St. Joe.
Near to the south is the world's largest body of white pine, reached by a branch line. Two large
reclamation proiects attest the worth of the soil and the sight features repay a stop-over of a day. The "Shadowy" St. Joe
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empties into enchanted Coeur d'Alene Lake, affording forty miles
of incomparable mirror reflections, t; Coeur d'Alene, the unique
Idaho Panhandle metropolis, noted for its beautiful setting and
scenic charms. The famous Coeur d'Alene lead-silver mines are
in the mountains on the east.
MATCHLESS WATER OUTING, A novel optional trip,
offered only by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway,
is to detrain at· St. Maries for four happy hours on a Red Collar
steamer to Coeur d'Alene, thence by Inland Empire Electric,
traversing Spokane Valley, of apple orchards and prosperous
towns, to "Spokane, where the journey over the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul is resumed. Going east this optional trip
is reversed, starting from Spokane by the Inland Empire
Electric, and leaving the steamer at St. Maries for Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul train. Sojourners who take this side trip
cannot make connection with the same train at Spokane going
west or St. Maries going east, but will find the odd hours
employed to excellent purpose. This delightful outing by
steamer and electric express, affording opportunity for entrancing
glimpses of river, .lake and mountain scenery of unusual individuality, is without additional charge, to be enjoyed by all
through passengers so desiring.
SPOKANE AND THE INLAND EMPIRE. During
recent years the Spokane Country-the other name for the
"Inland Empire"-has come into its own, and the visitor, instead
of always asking, as he formerly did, "Why is the Spokane
Country not better known?" now asks at once the where.
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how and when of the different places he has definitely planned to visit. Mayhap the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul main
line, entering Spokane in the summer of 1914, in a measure, stimulated this good work, but whatever the cause a new impetus
of lasting moment has been given this upbuilding interest. All who visit this charmed, mountain-encircled territory, comprising
the interior Columbia River Basin, hope some day to return. This great continental plateau between the Bitter Root and
the Cascade mountains equals in area all the New England States and New York and New Jersey. It is thought to be unsurpassed
by any other section of the wo,rld in variety and richness of resources.
Spokane is the metropolitan hub of the Inland Empire and from this center highways radiate in all directions. The Chicago.
Milwaukee & St. Paul penetrates the heart of this remarkable region. A network of electric lines serves the Spokane suburbs
q.nd south to Colfax, Palmer and Moscow, southwest to Medical Lake and Cheney, and eastward to Hayden Lake and Coeur d'Alene.
Splendid roaqs have recently been completed through the most scenic sections along the river valleys and up into the mountains.
There are entrancing saddle trails and climbs a-foot. Each mode of transportation unfolds new panoramas and all are beautiful.
The hiJls.lJearest Spokane are covered with a dense growth of pine. Farther away are forests of pine, fir, cedar and tamarack.
concealing streams and lakes teeming with trout and black bass. Within a radius of 100 miles are fifty mountain lakes, most of
them ideally located and supplied with all necessary equipment for camping.
...
Beyond the valleys the mountains loom on the north and east. They are neither as lofty nor as rugged as the Cascades and
Olympics, but are wonderfully inspiring, in a class by themselves. Mount Spokane is the highest peak iil eastern Washington,
5,808 feet altitude, twenty-eight miles northeast of the city, a prominent landmark. From its summit one may look over northern
Idaho and Oregon and British Columbia and count seventeen different lakes and rivers.
Apple Way, one of the finest auto-roads ever constructed, reaches out east of Spokane across Idaho into Montana. where it
connects with roads 'leading to the East. It traverses Spokane Valley from end to end. This choice sweep of smooth land, thirty
miles long. with an average width of eight miles, all under irrigation, is divided into intensive orchard and garden tracts. Among
numerous oncoming towns is Opportunity, which has well made good its name. This valley supports thousands in affluence,
who grow apples, pears, cherries, small fruits, garden truck, and by poultry and live stock raising. The advantages of abundant
water power, proximity to a great city, rapid transit facilities, and a healthful climate, are transforming the region into one of
attractive suburban homes.
A week is none too long for the sojourner to devote to the "Inland Empire." A region of peculiar charms is that along the
Idaho and Washington Northern, a branch of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul out of Spokane, east, beyond State Line into
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Idaho, then winding north by Rathdrum. Twin Lakes, Spirit Lake to Newport, on Pend d'Oreille River, thence north down that
marvelous stream to Metaline Falls, twelve miles from the Canadian boundary. Here is hunters' paradise· beyond compare. with
woods. lakes and tumbling streams to order. Then there are the awakening resources of nine comities west of the Columbia River
and north of the Snake River directly tributary to Spokane. Each of these counties is of industrial and sight-seeing moment.
Again the IIInland Empire ll holds sway beyond the Columbia to the Cascades, over Chelan, Kittitas and Yakima counties. with
their famous valleys and orchards.
Spokane is named for an Indian tribe. The word means IIchiidren of the sun. 1I and never was a christening more appropriate.
The city occupies both sides of the river. the level stretches bordering the banks being given up to business. and the sightly
hills compose the residential section. In the heart of the city the river tumbles in two magnificent falls, a drop of 134 feet
in all, which affords 35,000 horse power at low water stage. Besides power for all metropolitan utilities, electric current developed
here is transmitted to the noted Coeur d'Alene lead-silver mines in Idaho. distant 100 miles. The streets. parks. water system
and the like were wisely planned for a large. growing city. Buildings and public utilities compare with Seattle or San Francisco.
Fort George Wright, the largest military post in the Northwest, occupying 1,022 acres, a gift to Uncle Sam by the city, is on the .....
river three miles to the west. Spokane was settled in 1874; chartered a city in 1881; destroyed by fire in 1889; was rapidly rebuilt
a model city; the 1910 census showed a population of 104,214; to-day easily 135,000 and steadily growing. No city in the world
is the metropolis for so many square miles of such physical and economic potential resources.
Leaving Spokane we cross the river on an immense steel bridge, 3,000 feet long, and over two hundred feet high. Below lies
the city in unique panorama. It is doubtful if there is any similar structure offering the traveler such a splendid general view
of a great city.
THROUGH THE CASCADES. At Beverly the train crosses Columbia River on a fine steel bridge, nearly a mile long,
altitude 545 feet. Beyond this noble river of the Northwest. the Saddle Range forms the water-parting with Yakima River, which
flows through Kittitas Valley. where all things grow bountifully. Kittitas County is the geographic center of Washington.
Ellensburg. the county seat, is an up-and-doing progressive town good to look upon. From here the track follows up the Yakima
to negotiate the ascent of the Cascade Mountains. As the climb gets well under way the forests close in and presently, all
unexpected. we are in a sylvan fairyland of lakes. While Lakes Kachess. the two beauties. are not seen from the car window.
the track circles Lake Keechelus. in its evergreen amphitheater with towering sides. These lakes are the scene of delightful
summer homes for lovers of camping out and the fishing is wonderful.
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On January 24, 1915, the Snoqualmie Tunnel, two and a
quarter miles through the summit of the Cascades, was opened
for traffic. perhaps the most notable engineering mountain
masterpiece, which eliminates all annoyance from snow blockades.
shortens the line nearly four miles, cuts out heavy grades and
sharp curves and materially reduces operating costs.
The highest Cascade elevation is 2,562 feet or 448 feet lower
than formerly. Beyond the tunnel's west portal is the Puget
Sound home region.
Here ends the story of the domain where dreams come true.
imperfectly told, In compressing the survey of the Pacific Northwest and Alaska, a region of unexampled variety and crowding
interest. into so small a compass it is only possible to select the
main features and, necessarily, others of equal or greater moment
have been passed by.
....'
These shortcomings are recognized, regretted and are
unavoidable but if a desire is stimulated to better know the
NOI,thwest domain the purpose will have been attained.
From Chicago, on Lake Michigan, to the shadow of Mount
Rainier, on Puget Sound, by the matchless "Trail of The
Olympian" is a journey of unalloyed delight, made up of appealing vistas of prosperous cities, mighty rivers, fertile fields, thriving
towns, grand mountains, rugged canons, bountiful valleys,
shadowy waters and restful woods; and this journey, when you
take it, Sojourner, will linger with you and be remembered
forever as a memory in close touch with Nature in ever-changing
happy moods.
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Mount Rainier and Reflection Lake, Mount Rainier National Park
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PASSENGER REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE

CHI C AGO, MIL W AUK E E & ST. P A U L RAILWAY
•

ABERDEEN, S. D •.••.....•.....•.•.... 0. F. WALLER, Division Passenger
ATLANTA, GA., 1509 Candlel Bldg
,
O. H. WILSON, Commercial
BOSTON, MASS., 260 Washington St. .J. H, SKILLEN, New England Passenger
BUFFALO, N, Y., 303 Main St.
J. J. McTAGUE, Commercial
BUTTE, MONT., 127 North Main St. .. W. J. KEELEY, Asst. Gen'l Passenger
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
,
W. C. PARKER, Division Passenger

LOS ANGELES, CAL., 130 W. Sixth St. ........ D. T. BERRY, Commercial Age!!t

Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent

MADISON, WIS

W. W. WINTON, District Passenger Agent

MASON CITY, IOWA

W. F. CODY, Division Passenger Agent

MILES CITY, MONT

J. J. FOLEY, Traveling Passenger Agent

MILWAUKEE, WIS., 400 E. Water St .. W. J. BOYLE, General Agent Pass'r Dept.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 328 Nicollet Ave., C.R.LEWIS, City Pass'rand Ticket Agent

CHICAGO ILL 52 W Adam St. { C. N. SOUTHER, General Agent Pass'r Department
,
"
.
s
E. G. WOODWARD .... TrayehngPassenger Agent
CINCINNATI, OHIO, 25 East Fourth St. .. P. E. GUINTHER, Trav, Passenger Agent
CLEVELAND, OHIO, 9in Euclid Ave .... E, G. HAYDEN, District Passenger Agent
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA, 25 Pearl St.,
C. A. SEARIGHT, City and Depot Ticket Agent
DALLAS, TEXAS, 902 Southwestern Life Building, 1506 Main St.,
W. D. BELT, JR., Commercial Agent
A. A. \VILSON. Division Passenger Agent
DAVENPORT, I OWA
{ P. L. HINRICHS, Commercial Agent

NEW ORLEANS, LA., 517 Hibernia Bank Bldg .. WM. H. ROGERS, Commercial Agent
NEW YORK, N. Y., 1200 Broadway

G. L. COBB, General Agent Passenger Dept,

OMAHA, NEB., 1317 Farnam St.

EUGENE DUVAL, General Agent

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 818 Chestnut St.

GEO. J. LINCOLN, General Agent

PITTSBURGH, PA., Rooms 205-6-7 Park Bldg., JOHN R. POTT, District Pass'r Agent
PORTLAND, ORE., Railway Exchange Building, Corner Third and Stark Sts.
.....
E. K. GARRISON. District Passenger Agent
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, 319 S. Main St. .... H. H. HUNKINS, Trav. Pass'r Agent

DENVER, COLO., 821 Seventeenth St .. EDWARD MAHONEY, District Passenger Agent
DES MOINES, IOWA, 420 Walnut St.
C, E. HILLIKER, Division Passenger Agent
DETROIT, MICH., 212 Majestic Bldg
H. W. STEINHOFF, District Passenger Agent
DUBUQUE, IOWA
S. N. BAIRD, Division Passenger Agent
DULUTH, MINN., Torrey Bldg
C. H. MITCHELL, Commercial Agent
GREAT FALLS, MONT
P. H. SCANLAN, Division Passenger Agent
HELENA, MONT., Montana Club Bldg
W. J. LIEB, Traveling Passenger Agent
HOUGHTON, MICH., 78 Shelden St
H. E. STEWART, Commercial Agent
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., .408 Traction Terminal Building
. A. L. EIDEMILLER, TraveUllg Passenger Agent
KANSAS CITY, MO., 907 Main St
R. A. LAUGHLIN, Cjty Ticket Agent
LEWISTOWN, MONT
E. A. BRADLEY, Traveling Passenger Agent

L. E. STANTON, General Agent
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Flood Bldg., 22 PoweII St. { C. H. MILES, Dist. Pass'r Agent
SEATTLE, WASH., Second and Cherry Sts,
A. P. CHAPMAN, JR., General Agent Passenger Department
SHANGHAI. CHINA, Palace Hotel Building
GEO. H. CORSE, JR., General Passenger Agent, San Francisco Overland Route
SIOUX CITY, IOWA, 311 Pierce St... '" .C. N. CURTIS, Division' Passenger Agent
SPOKANE, WASH., 618 Riverside Ave ... W. P. WARNER, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent
ST. LOUIS, MO., 213 Frisco Bldg., Ninth and Olive Sts., J. I. CAMPBELL, Com'l Agent
ST. PAUL, MINN., 365 Robert St
W, B, DIXON, Asst. General Passenger
TACOMA,WASH., 1001 Pacific Ave
F, A. VALENTINE, City Passenger
TORONTO, ONT., 53 Yonge St .. ,
T. P. CASEY, Canadian Passenger
WINNIPEG, MAN., 349 Main St.
"
A. W. JONES, Commercial
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, 4 Water St.
GEO. H. CORSE, JR., General Passenger Agent, San Francisco Overland

ChapelSt.
St. } . . . . . .. J . J ACKSON &' S
Agents
NG
LIVERPOOL, E
. . { 18
9 James
ONS, E
uropean
LONDON, ENG., No.7 Charing Cross, Trafalgar Square,
J. JACKSON & SONS, European Agents

GEO. W. HIBBARD, General Passenger Agent,

Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Route

GEO. B. HAYNES, General Passenger Agent,

SEATTLE

CHICAGO

F. A. MILLER, Passenger Traffic Manager,
CHICAGO
-_.-

-
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